Ex-demo machine from Weinig UK

Planers /Moulders
Ripsaws
Band Resaws
Scanner Systems
Crosscut Saws
Finger Jointing Lines
Tool Grinders/Tooling
Edgebanders
CNC Machining Centres
Horizontal Beam Saws
Vertical Panel Saw

Stock reference

WUK1387

Machine model:
Availability:
Condition of sale:
Installation:

Hofmann combined Model
planer/thicknesser Serial number
Immediate
Year of Manu:
Ex-demonstration machine
Not included

AD 515
515.031878
2017

SALES PRICE: £18,250.00 + vat
(subject to prior sale; collection only from Abingdon OX14 1DY)
Outline specification
AD 515 Lift version with pneumatic support for jointing tables
7.5kW (10hp) motor
Feedspeed 4 – 22 m/min variable
Solid steel cutterblock 510 mm with four TERSA knives
Table extension by 1000 mm
Planing width AD 515 jointer = 480 mm - planer = 505 mm
Chip removal max: jointer = 4 mm; planer = 8 mm; planing height 3.5 - 245 mm
Serrated table lips - exchangeable (to reduce noise level)
The jointer fence is adjustable over the whole width, mounted in an easy running roller bed,
tiltable up to 45° with one-hand lever-operation; scale for workpiece size at the fence; auxiliary
fence integrated in the main fence
The thickness table is fourfold guided; only four guides guarantee an absolute assurance
against tilting and ensure the exact table guidance in the long run
Central control unit with pushbuttons for height adjustment in rapid and creep speed
Motorized adjustment of the thickness table; height adjustment accurate to 0,1 mm; chip
removal indicated on a LED display; additional scale for width of the workpiece
Intergrated operating hours counter
Rubber infeed roller and outfeed roller (highest quality, wear-resistant)
Thickness planing is possible without the need to fold up the planing tables
Extraction chute Ø 160 mm, minimum air volume 30 m³/min. at 1700 pa
Equipment: one set of knives in the cutterblock, operating tools, tube of grease, operating
instruction
Weight: AD 515 = approx. 1100 kg
CE conformity
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